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Superconducting RF 
Enabling technology for (many) new accelerators

(Note: The subject is very extensive! I limit my discussion to a few examples from 
the “electron world” but this is just the tip of the iceberg)
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SRF in new accelerators: FELs

The spectrum of modern accelerator applications is wide, but 
many require variations on 
▶︎ High beam current: mA – A range
▶︎ Very low beam emittance & pulse lengths for high-intensity beams
▶︎ High-repetition rates and flexibility to adapt to user needs
▶︎ Reliability/turn-key operation
E.g. LCLS-II

2

4 GeV

Active Linac length ≅ 270 m

Parameter Value
Beam energy 4 GeV
Bunch charge < 0.3 nC
Emittance < 0.7 µm
Bunch length < 170 fs
Bunch repetition rate 1 MHz
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Installed voltage: 1.5 MV @ 0.5 GHz

15 ps bunch

SRF in new accelerators: BESSY VSR

G. Wüstefeld, HZB

SRF cavity V1,f1

BESSY II BESSY VSR

500 MHz copper cavities
⪅ 4.6 m!

Installed voltage: 20 MV @ 1.5 GHz
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SRF in new accelerators: BESSY VSR

Multifunctional hybrid modes while preserving the BESSY II high flux 
capabilities
▶︎ 300 mA ave. current for high average flux
▶︎ High-current camshaft bunches
▶︎ Slicing optimized bunches
▶︎ 150 short/low current bunches for THz radiation
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Slicing bunches 3 × 5 mA, 3.7 ps

75 × 1.65 mA, 15 ps 75 × 1.65 mA, 15 ps

Parameter Value
Installed voltage 37 MV in 4.6 m!
Bunch charge 0.14 – 8 nC
Beam current 300 mA
Bunch repetition rate 1.25 – 500 MHz
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SRF in new accelerators: many applications

Coherent electron cooling for eRHIC
Parameter Value
Beam energy < 140 MeV

Bunch charge < 5 nC

Emittance < 3 µm

Bunch repetition rate 9.4 MHz

Coherent electron cooling exp. @ BNL

Parameter Value
Beam energy 20 GeV

Energy gain/turn 1.67 GeV

Beam current 50 mA

Multi-turn ERL for eRHIC

Parameter Value
Beam energy 800 MeV

Bunch charge 60 pC

Emittance 1 µm (?)

Current < 19.5 mA

Japan EUV Light source

Ryukou Kato
EUVL Workshop, Berkeley, June 2016

Spallation	source

MYRRHA (600 MeV demonstrator)

Parameter Value
Beam energy 1 GeV

Current 45 mA

Beam loss < 1 W/m

ADS Subcritical Reactor

H. Abderrahim, 
Proc. 4th Workshop on ADS

G. Krafft,
Proc. 1st Workshop
on ADS
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Why SRF systems?

Reduced power dissipation is the obvious direct advantage of SRF 
… but the indirect benefits are much more significant. 
▶︎ Example: LCLS-II type 4-GeV LINAC

▶︎ Let’s naively use Cu DORIS cavities
▶︎ f = 500 MHz, Ra = 6 MΩ, Ncav = 900 à Vacc = 4.5 MV
▶︎ Total power dissipation = 3 GW!

Dominant focus of RF cavity design: reduced power consumption! 
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Eb = Beam energy
Ncav = Number of cells
Vacc = Accelerating voltage/cell
Ra = Shunt impedance/cell
G = Geometry factor
Rs = Material surface resistance
frf = RF frequency
Ltotal = Active LINAC length

(assume 270 m for LCLS-II)
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Total LINAC power dissipation

▶︎ Fixed parameters determined by beam energy (Eb) and length (Ltotal).
▶︎ Material dependence: surface resistance
▶︎ Frequency dependence: higher freq. à lower losses ((note: Rs = fn(f)!)
▶︎ Geometry dependence:  based solely on the cavity shape
▶︎ Optimized power dissipation: 650 MW

Swiss FEL 5.7 GHz
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Total LINAC power dissipation

▶︎ Fixed parameters determined by beam energy (Eb) and length (Ltotal).
▶︎ Material dependence: surface resistance
▶︎ Frequency dependence: higher freq. à lower losses (note: Rs = fn(f)!)
▶︎ Geometry dependence:  based solely on the cavity shape
▶︎ Optimized power dissipation: 650 MW
▶︎ à Low duty factor (DF) (e.g., LCLS-I: 0.036%) 3 GHz

Swiss FEL 5.7 GHz
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T. Dixit et al, Proc. PAC 2009
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HOMs in cavities

The HOM problem
▶︎ Example: Dipole driven instability in a recirculating LINAC

▶︎ High frequency L

▶︎ High frequency à many cavities L
▶︎ High fundamental impedance à high HOM impedance L

▶︎ Small beam tube à large QL for HOMs L

𝐼%F = −
𝑝2𝑐.

𝑁+',𝑞
𝑅',JKL
𝑄 𝑄MωJKL𝑇P. sin 𝜔JKL𝑡6

Low threshold
current

Optimization of cavity for low power dissipation runs contrary 
to requirements for flexible, CW, high current/high-brightness 

operation.  The application requirements cannot be 
addressed properly!
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Total LINAC power dissipation

▶︎ Fixed parameters determined by beam energy (Eb) and length (Ltotal).
▶︎ Frequency dependence: higher frequency à lower losses
▶︎ Geometry dependence:  based solely on the cavity shape
▶︎ Material dependence: surface resistance (note: Rs = fn(f)!)

▶︎ Consider changing to SC Nb: Rs is order 10 nΩ instead of 10 mΩ for Cu!
▶︎ à Dissipation drops by 6 orders of magnitude: W/m instead of MW/m!
▶︎ CW operation or long duty factor is possible!  This alone is a huge benefit.
▶︎ But, importantly:

SRF provides flexibility to tailor the geometry and operating mode for a 
particular application w/o the Damocles sword of power dissipation!
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Compare 500 MHz Cu and Nb cavities

Application: Cornell CESR B-meson factory (high current storage ring)

Power dissipation critical 
à maximize R/Q (= 265 Ω) L

Vacc = 400 kV (limited by Pdiss) 
à require 20 cells in total L

Small beam tube limits damping L

Total loss factor = 6.8 V/pC
à Current limited to 300 mA L

Copper cavity: original installation

Power dissipation not an issue: 
à R/Q can be low (= 89 Ω) J

Vacc = 2 MV (limited by Pb) 
à require only 4 cells in total J

Large beam tube helps damping J

Total loss factor = 0.44 V/pC
à Current > 700 mA J

Niobium cavity: installation mit 1990’s
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Challenges for CW SRF systems

Power dissipation
▶︎ Pdiss amounts to a few kW for a machine as LCLS-II (10’s W/m)
▶︎ This sounds negligible but it is dissipated in liquid helium 
- Expensive and complex cryoplant + large wall-plug power (MW’s!)

▶︎ Especially for CW LINACs, the dissipation cannot be neglected.  
▶︎ Even for “small” installations (e.g., BESSY VSR) the plant is costly/complex
▶︎ Careful management and understanding of losses is required

27 J. Knobloch L19: Performance of  SRF Cavities 

Trapped flux due to thermal gradients 

• Factor(of(2(in(cryogenic(savings(can(be(a(BIG(deal.((For(our(3(GeV(
superconducting(LINAC(this(translates(to(cost(savings(on(the(plant(

on(the(order(of(10(MEUR.H

• Also(the(operating(power(for(the(cryogenics(drops(by(values(on(the(

order(of(MW.((Each(MW(saved,(reduces(the(annual(electricity(bill(by((

1–2(MEUR(per(year!H

• Not(bad(for(a(Ph.D.(thesis!(H

LHC 1.5 kW 
cryoplant

Cold box
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Challenges for CW SRF systems

Beam source
For LINAC-based systems the onus is on the beam source to deliver the 
prerequisite (often challenging) beam properties!

▶︎ Full CW operation must be possible
▶︎ (Sometimes) high charge required 
▶︎ Low normalized emittance and shortest pulses
- Rapid acceleration to high energy needed to avoid non-linear space

▶︎ High average current
▶︎ Longevity of operation
▶︎ Flexibility to adapt to changing user requirements
▶︎ . . .

▶︎ Non-SRF based source options exist, but SRF systems have unique 
potential to outperform the others. 
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Challenges for CW SRF Systems

Structure geometry
SRF’s design flexibility has spawned applications 
with very challenging design requirements that
must address many aspects: 
▶︎ Frequency
▶︎ Particle species (electrons, protons, ions)
▶︎ Beam current Ib & impedance
▶︎ Field Eacc and voltage Vacc

▶︎ Beam loading Vacc⨉ Ib
▶︎ Operating mode: accelerating, 

deflecting,  zero-crossing . . .

500 MHz

1300 MHz

3900 MHz

Deflecting cavities

High current cavitiesIo
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Focus of SRF R&D

+ others not mentioned here!
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Focus of SRF R&D
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SRF Photoinjectors

Potential advantages over DC and/or NRF systems
▶︎ Both high voltage and high field à high charge, high brightness
▶︎ + full CW operation à flexibility and high average current
▶︎ Cryogenic temperature à XHV preserves cathode performance
▶︎ AC field reduces ion back bombardment issues 
Some challenges
▶︎ Integration/cooling of a normal conduct. cathode in SRF environment
▶︎ Beam loading for high-current applications
▶︎ Emittance compensation/focusing near the cavity

T. Kamps, HZB

Electron beam

Essential: early focusing for emittance preservation

𝜀 ∝ const	×
MTE
𝐸'

� Cathode property

On-axis electric field

MTE = Mean transversal (emission) energy
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Parameter Value

Frequency 186 MHz

Gap voltage 750 kV

Cathode field 20 MV/m

RF Power 87.5 kW

Pressure (req.) 10–11 mbar
APEX gun for LCLS-II

K. Baptiste, et al., NIM A 599, 9 (2009)

Photoinjectors for CW FELs

Some issues NRF injectors struggle with
▶︎ Power dissipation requires low frequency

(large cavity)
▶︎ Power dissipation limits voltage
▶︎ Power dissipation requires complex pumping

Power dissipation requires painful compromizes
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Photoinjectors for CW FELs

SRF Systems offer much more potential
▶︎ First results at HZDR: 300 pC, 10 µA operation
▶︎ Freedom to explore new ideas:
- e.g., rapid focusing using magnetic RF modes 

Courtesy P. Michel, HZDR

SC solenoid for focusing

Parameter Value
Frequency 1300 MHz
Gap voltage 7.8 MV
Cathode field 24 MV/m
RF Power 18 W
Pressure (req.) 10–11 mbar

Achieved values ca. ½ of plannedH. Vennekate, HZDR
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Achieved values ca. ½ of planned

Photoinjectors for CW FELs

SRF Systems offer much more potential
▶︎ First results at HZDR: 100 pC, 10 µA operation
▶︎ Freedom to explore new ideas:
- e.g., rapid focusing using magnetic RF modes 

▶︎ Plenty of overhead to adapt
- e.g., for high current appl. can reduce the 

voltage to handle beam loading à ERL

Twin input couplers to
handle beam loading and
avoid coupler kicks

1.4 cells

HZBHigh-power HOM
absorber for high currents Superconducting solenoid

Parameter Value

Frequency 1300 MHz

Gap voltage 2.3 MV

Cathode field 30 MV/m

RF Power 10 W

Rep. Rate 100 MHz+
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Photoinjectors for hadron cooling

Requirements
▶︎ CW operation
▶︎ High charge
▶︎ Moderate bunch length to limit space charge: ca. 50 ps
à Use low frequency + high voltage + high field

Parameter Value
Beam energy < 140 MeV
Bunch charge < 5 nC
Emittance < 3 µm
Bunch repetition 9.4 MHz

SRF: Freedom to optimize the gun geometry and operating 
parameters for given application!
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Photoinjectors for electron cooling

112 MHz BNL SRF injector: quarter-wave resonator 
▶︎ Commissioning started in 2014
▶︎ CsK2Sb cathode achieved 0.8% quantum efficiency during operation
▶︎ High voltage (2 MV) ops demonstrated with bunch charge up to 3 nC

2.4 nC @ 1.7 MeV
20 MV/m on cathode
Prelimary emittance: 0.5 µm at 0.5 nC

ICT 
Signal

Parameter Value

Frequency 112 MHz

Gap voltage 2000 kV
Cathode field 15 MV/m

RF Power ≅ 5 W

BNL

T. Xin et al., Rev. Sci. Inst. 87, 093303 (2016)
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Focus of SRF R&D
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SRF structures for future accelerators

SRF matured in the 1990’s & 2000’s with numerous SRF accelerators
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SRF structures for future accelerators

SRF matured in the 1990’s & 2000’s with numerous SRF accelerators

Generally, though, installations tended to be
▶︎ “Bulky”, low-frequency, moderate-voltage single-cells with a low 

packing fraction for high (CW) currents
▶︎ Compact, multicells for low (CW) current applications

500 MHz Cornell system for CESR

2.9	m

CEBAF
Jefferson Lab
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SRF structures for future accelerators

ERL developments have pushed the state of the art
▶︎ Multicell L-Band operating at higher voltage (15 – 20 MV/m) 
▶︎ Low R/QHOM & improved HOM extraction
▶︎ 100 mA+ current limits
▶︎ Multi-100 W HOM damping in the cold
▶︎ High packing fraction

Without HOM	absorber
With HOM	absober

SRF Group, Cornell University

SRF Group, Cornell University
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SRF structures for future accelerators

ERL developments have pushed the state of the art
▶︎ Multicell L-Band operating at higher voltage (15 – 20 MV/m) 
▶︎ Low R/QHOM & improved HOM extraction
▶︎ 100 mA+ current limits
▶︎ Multi-100 W HOM damping in the cold
▶︎ High packing fraction

4-turn recirculation ERL using FFAG 
à demonstrator for eRHIC
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SRF structures for storage rings

~ 4.6 m

SRF cavity V2,f2

G. Wüstefeld, HZB

SRF cavity V1,f1

Installed voltage: 20 MV @ 1.5 GHz
17.1 MV @ 1.75 GHz

BESSY VSR
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Slicing bunches 3 × 5 mA, 3.7 ps

75 × 1.65 mA, 15 ps 75 × 1.65 mA, 15 ps
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Parameter Value
Installed voltage 37 MV in 4.6 m!

Bunch charge 0.14 – 8 nC

Beam current 300 mA
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A. Velez, HZB

SRF structures for future accelerators

Can we push levels to multi-100-mA for applications in rings?
▶︎ kW-level HOM power generation, extreme damping requirements
Expand JLAB concept of ERL cavities by waveguide damping
▶︎ Strong damping direct at cavity (natural WG cutoff), high packing
▶︎ Water cooled system increases power handling

A. Tsakakanian, HZB
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SRF structures for future accelerators

Many ideas still “waiting to be discovered”: SRF provides the flexibility
▶︎ E.g., combine a multicell cavity with a photonic-bandgap cell for HOM 

damping
- Multicell for high-efficiency accelerator

- Photonic bandgap cavity traps accelerating mode but 
allows for very efficient & high power HOM extraction

- Option for highest currents/higher frequencies?
2.1 GHz

S. Arsenyev et al., Phys. Rev. AB 19 081301 (2016) MIT/Los Alamos
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Focus of SRF R&D
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SRF power dissipation: Niobium

Power dissipation remains a large technical and cost impediment
▶︎ Cost/complexity driver for both large and small facilities
▶︎ Niobium should in theory be able do much better!

K. Saito (KEK / presently FRIB)

A good niobium cavity

Pdiss(15 MV/m) ≈ 15 W/m
à LCLS-II: 4 kW @ 2K, AC Power = 3.3 MW

27 J. Knobloch L19: Performance of  SRF Cavities 

Trapped flux due to thermal gradients 

• Factor(of(2(in(cryogenic(savings(can(be(a(BIG(deal.((For(our(3(GeV(
superconducting(LINAC(this(translates(to(cost(savings(on(the(plant(

on(the(order(of(10(MEUR.H

• Also(the(operating(power(for(the(cryogenics(drops(by(values(on(the(

order(of(MW.((Each(MW(saved,(reduces(the(annual(electricity(bill(by((

1–2(MEUR(per(year!H

• Not(bad(for(a(Ph.D.(thesis!(H

LHC 1.5 kW cryoplant

Cold box
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SRF power dissipation: Niobium

Heavy R&D to better understand the source of power dissipation
▶︎ Trapped magnetic flux plays an important role!
▶︎ Shielding to less 1 µT is required
▶︎ Realization that the cooldown procedure can impact 

the power dissipation!
▶︎ Thermoelectric currents driven by temperature gradient

during cooldown generate flux that is trapped in the
superconductor can double the power dissipation!

ΔT

J. Vogt et al, Phy. Rev. ST-AB 18 042001 (2015) -1
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S. Posen et al., J. Appl. Phys. 119 213903 (2016) 

SRF power dissipation: Niobium

Level of flux trapping impacted by several parameters
▶︎ Attention to the crystallinity/heat treatment can improve flux expulsion
▶︎ Temperature gradients in the “right” direction can help sweep flux out 

of the niobium when it goes superconducting.

S. Aull et al., Phys. Rev. ST-AB 15, 062001 (2012)

Flux trapping is reduced
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SRF power dissipation: Niobium

Careful attention to material properties/processing and cooldown
procedures can improve the power dissipation substantially:

S. Posen et al., Journal of Applied Physics 2016, 119, DOI: 10.1063/1.4953087

At 2 K limit is BCS theory
even in presence of residual fields! Pdiss(15 MV/m) ≈ 7.5 W/m

à LCLS-II: 2 kW @ 2K
AC Power = 1.7 MW

Pdiss(15 MV/m) ≈ 15 W/m
à LCLS-II: 4 kW @ 2K

AC Power = 3.4 MWTypical values achieved if cooldown dynamics
are not payed attention to
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SRF power dissipation: Niobium

▶︎ Nb purity impacts fundamental BCS resistance in a non-trivial way.
▶︎ Intentional surface impurities by nitrogen doping improves BCS resistance!
- Careful optimization needed to maintain high bulk thermal conductivity (quench 

protection) and low normal-conducting resistivity (low trapped flux sensitivity)

N doped

A. Grassellino et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 26 102001 (2013)

T = 2 K

J. T. Maniscalco, D. Gonnella, and M. Liepe arXiv:1607.01411

Measurements at 2 K and 1.3 GHz
Pdiss(15 MV/m) ≈ 3 W/m
à LCLS II: 800 W!

AC Power = 670 kW
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SRF power dissipation: New materials

▶︎ Often operation must be at 2 K (inefficient, complex cryoplant)
à Turn to other materials 

▶︎ 𝑅_`a = 𝐴
𝜌d
𝑇e

�
𝜔.𝑒g⍺

ij
i 1 + 𝑂 𝑇+, 𝜔, 𝑇 	

“Dirty limit“ and for T < Tc/2

V3Si
Nb

Based on Vaglio, Part. Accel. 61,391 (1998)
f = 500 MHz, T = 4.2 K

Nb3Sn: Tc = 18.3 K! 
▶︎ Studied at U. Wuppertal in 1980’s 

with many bumps in the road
- G. Müller et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 

NS-32, 5, 1985
▶︎ Recently optimized at Cornell

More favorable

Less favorable

S. Posen, at al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 082601 (2015)
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SRF power dissipation: Nb3Sn

Circles = Cornell Results

Previous
Wuppertal results

≈ Hc1 (?)

High field and high Q at Cornell
▶︎ Hc1 is not to be a fundamental limit!
▶︎ Q ≅ 1010 at 4.2 K reached (100 x Nb)!
-LCLS-II: Pdiss@4.2 K = 6 kW, AC Power =730 kW
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Combining the know how … taking the dream further

▶︎ “Compact” X-ray source of interest for non-accelerator labs if:
- Reliable, “turn-key” operation + simple cryogenics at 4.5 K or above

à1.3 GHz Nb cavities are not an option: Pdiss = 100‘s W/m
à develop compact low frequency cavities (Pdiss scales as f2)
▶︎ E.g., spoke resonators: large R/Q, “easy” damping à Pdiss ≅ 40/m

Example: Inverse Compton Source (MIT): 25 MeV, 1 mA @ 100 MHz 

25 MeV

Cryogenics for Nb @ 500 MHz

≅ 40 cm

500 MHz

J. Delayen, Proc. LINAC 2012 Low-frequency SRF gun
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Combining the know how … taking the dream further

▶︎ Better still: use Nb3Sn for the cavities! à Rs ⪅1 nΩ, Pdiss ⪅ 1 W/m (?)
▶︎ Finally dream even further! Improve Nb3Sn systems to reach their full 

potential at 4.5 K.  Then even at 1.3 GHz will only dissipate order 1 W/m!
Cryogenics for Nb3Sn (1 per cavity)

SRF injector
included

25 MeV

Example: Inverse Compton Source (MIT): 25 MeV, 1 mA @ 100 MHz 
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Take-home message!

New accelerator have demanding source & RF system requirements
▶︎ SRF is established technology but far from end of the development
▶︎ SRF: Freedom to optimize designs & operating modes for sources, acceler-

ation & beam manipulation w/o crippling constraints of power dissipation
▶︎ Some key areas of R&D 
- Reliable, high-brightness sources

- Eliminating anomalous losses/development of new materials for a drastic 
reduction (if not elimination) of the cryoplant

- Structures that are able to handle very high-currents (only partially discussed)

- Reduction of the cost (not discussed): SRF+cryogenics can be order 50% of 
project cost: Cavity/Module, RF transmitters, couplers + many more things …

- Attaining, maintaining and recovering high performance à “turn-key system”

▶︎ All of these are challenging, but (a) SRF has proven
its mettle in the last 2 decades and (b) much 
exciting progress has been made recently that 
leaves us with a “can do” spirit!


